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April 2011 Metanoia Gathering at Cornwall 
Carol Siemering 

 
Our most recent Metànoia brought 15 Grail women 

and 2 Grail Explorers together in “just spring” beautiful 

Cornwall. The theme of this Metanoia was “Healing.” 

We began, as always, with a check-in Friday evening 

where we shared what spiritual insight or event that 

occurred to us since we last met. There were other 

opportunities for deep sharing as well. 

 

One of the most moving and unique aspects of this 

weekend was the creation of our “Red Tent.” The Red 

Tent refers to the place where women of Jacob’s tribe 

took refuge while menstruating or giving birth and in 

which they found mutual support and encouragement 

from their mothers, sisters and aunts. It has been 

expanded to be a place of sharing, refuge, and healing 

for women with women. Our red tent was in the 

Phoenix prayer room beautifully prepared by Carol Skyrm and Linda Kolts, with the assistance of 

Lillian Wall and Simonetta Romano, all members of the planning and facilitating team for this 

Metànoia retreat. Each participant was invited to bring a red item to adorn the tent. Each was also 

invited to bring an item that 

represented healing to her, that in our 

initial ritual was placed on a table in 

the center. (See photo and poem in 

this issue). 

 

Another unique aspect of this 

weekend was the creation of our 

Saturday evening ritual.  With an 

outline of the different aspects of 

ritual, we broke into small groups—

each group taking one of those aspects 

and creating a piece—some using 

readings or music they had brought to 

the weekend. In the end, every single 
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participant played a role in the final ritual. It was empowering and touching. The work of healing goes 

on, of course, but knowing it is a work we can do together, gives us courage and hope and joy. 

 

  

 

The Red Tent 

Spring Metanoia, Cornwall 2011 
  Carol Siemering   

 

We say,  

“We can build it anew! 

Unroll the red bunting! 

Bring more the scarves from many lands – 

             a red umbrella 

             a bathing suit…” 

Angels watch. 

The lights are swathed in red gossamer. 

 

Shhh, shhh, bring your healing gifts and words  

to the table in the center 

so all can breathe them in. 

 

Yes, tho we are still undone, 

tho we are still not quite healed 

tho we are still lit with longing— 

             we are still a circle 

             we are still at the very center –  

                     a red heart. 

 

Sisters, see one another  

Sisters, hear one another 

Sisters, sing and dance one another. 

 

Sisters, come, come into this tent 

and be comforted. 

 

Remember that old time? 

Before the wind? 

before the sand tore it to tatters? 

before these stakes we thought 

so strong, 

so forever— 

began to crumble and pull away? 

 

We said “Adonoi will care for us.” 

And then, the desert 

where that Voice was lost. 

              (at least for some) 

 

This long journey  

and now – this place in our journey.

  

We will claim this sand 

             and call it “oasis” 

 

We bless the young among us. 

We bless the wild white hair 

             the glasses and canes 

And bless too all those in between 

 

Sisters, see one another. 

Sisters, hear one another. 

Sisters, sing and dance one another. 

Sisters, heal one another. 
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“It is Finished” (John 20:30) 
Lucy Jones 

 

Grail member Lucy Jones, an ordained Methodist minister, was invited to give the Good 

Friday sermon at an ecumenical Good Friday service at St. Thomas of Canterbury Roman 

Catholic Church at Cornwall-on-Hudson 

Sixth Word of Christ from the Cross: “It is Finished” 

Hymn Prior: Were You There? 

Were you there when they crucified my Lord? Sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble. 

Were you there when they crucified my Lord? 

I do love those old spirituals. They get right on down in there to your bones. 

Let us pray. 

Dear Jesus, holy Jesus, we mourn for you. 

We mourn with you. 

We long for you. 

We long for a redeemed world 

A world reconciled to the love and grace and peace you offer. 

Suffering is not foreign to us. 

Someday it will be finished. 

Abide with us here that we may not be blind 

To the suffering of others, and especially the suffering we create. 

Open our hearts, our ears, our minds, our lives 

That we might see you in one another 

And indeed in all of this amazing creation. 

Amen. 

 

Thank you for letting me preach here today. I'm a little surprised by it. After 12 years of pastoring 

United Methodist churches, the Spirit called me to a different ministry. I'm living and working at the 

Grail, tending to buildings and grounds more than to souls these days. I welcome the chance to 

reflect on the events of “Good Friday” – God's Friday, since my little churches didn't have enough 

folks for more than one service on Good Friday and the scriptural readings are so powerful that 

commentary was superfluous. 

Our Grail community in Ohio has a long history of Holy Triduum celebrations but our local community 

Grail women have not. This year we are spending time in silence and celebration with a few that will 

gather with us. 

*** 

It has been said that we are Easter people living in a Good Friday world. 

It is easy to see disaster and devastation in the world, in people's lives, in the local, national and 

international news—perhaps in our personal lives. One might ask, “What's so good about Good 

Friday?” 

Having always been full of questions, I have one for these words of Jesus from the cross. 
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Dear Jesus, what is finished? 

Why haven't you healed the hopelessness, the tragedy, the brokenness of this sad world. Children 

still go hungry, die of starvation, die of easily preventable diseases. Violence still seems to win the 

spoils of the world, whether it is domestic violence, economic violence, spiritual violence, bullying in 

all its forms, not just in schools, but in our society—in just about every human society. 

“Them that's got shall get,” is not exactly the golden rule. Human trafficking, extinction of species, 

earthquakes, nuclear pollution of air and water, horrifying oil spills, all the ways that shortsighted 

gains are put before life-giving, life-honoring solutions. On and on the list goes. What, dear Jesus, is 

finished? 

I want to lay these lamentations and woes and sorrows, all these heavy burdens of knowing so much 

about what is going on in the world and in people's hearts. I want to lay them down at the foot of the 

cross. I want to lay my burdens down. 

I'm an American. I want to be happy. I don't want to look at all this hurtful stuff. I want to watch 

Dancing With the Stars and smile. I can easily take a pill and get rid of my pain. Recent reports say we 

take 99% of those pain-killers like Vicodin. We want quick, easy solutions. I know I sure don't want to 

look at the evil in my own heart, the carelessness of my own way of living. I don't want to look and 

see if my hands are clean or not. I don't want to think that I contribute to the death or desolation of 

any man, woman or child, -- or turtle or pelican or forest, for that matter (now or in the future). It's all 

pretty invisible and pretty easy to ignore, or get busy and look away, distracted. 

But here it is, Good Friday. And we are people of the Resurrection. We have to look at the man 

hanging there. We have to look at the God we crucify and listen for his word for us. 

So we listen to this word that Jesus gives us from the cross, “It is finished.” 

What is finished, Jesus? 

I like to get finished with things. I like to cross things off my list so I can move on to the next thing. I 

want to get things done, accomplished. We are mostly practical people. Our lives can become just a 

series of projects to be accomplished. We might even feel that we can only tend to the tasks right in 

front of us; can't look too far ahead or above. We want to be good and do right. We want to be 

useful. We are industrious and productive. Our lives are not finished. There is more to be done. 

Always more to be done. 

To all this, Jesus says, “It is finished.” 

His work is finished. He has responded to God's call and he has fulfilled that calling. He makes all 

things new. Even death is transformed by love. 

This Passover Lamb marks the doors of our hearts as belonging to the family of God. To share in 

Jesus' death means to love as he loves as the* new sign at the entranceway to our identity. But this 

love of God is not just a sweet, warm fuzzy feeling. It is a love that lays down its life. It is a love that 

proves that goodness is stronger than evil. 

I just finished reading the novel “The Help,” about the relationships between white women in 

Jackson, Mississippi and their black maids in 1962. It felt very familiar to me—the racism, class-ism, 
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sexism and the blindness to it. What I saw as a child 

in the world around me was disturbing, even 

though it was normal. Some things should be 

disturbing. This death on a cross should shake us 

up. 

We should be shook up about the social systems, 

that spawn abuse, destruction and death—racism, 

sexism, class-ism, homophobia. They set us up 

against one another and cause us to hate. They 

cause us to have very un-Christ like minds. They 

trick us into shortchanging ourselves when we 

compartmentalize all our relationships into “us” 

and “them.” We should be a-tremblin', trembling, 

trembling. 

God wants so much more for us. Jesus wants us to 

see the beauty he saw in those he met on his life journey, those he taught and those who taught 

him—the outsiders, the lepers, the prostitutes, the poor, the broken-down and despised. Doesn't he 

want us to love each other as he has loved us? 

When I was in that religion-questioning period of my late teens, my mother wanted me to believe in 

the Jesus who died for those wretched folks “over there,” but her words didn't make much sense to 

me when I saw our family's way of living (in the segregated South) doing very little to really care 

about those folks. That whole sacrificial atonement interpretation of the cross doesn't make much 

sense if we aren't willing to be transformed by this Love of the One who lays down his life for his 

friends—for us and them. 

It is immense—this challenge to love because we were loved first, to forgive because we have been 

forgiven, to accept that we are loved in all our imperfection, our messiness, our sinfulness, our 

missing the mark, our failure to live up to the potential God has given us. If we cannot accept that we 

are loved unconditionally by God in the midst of our flesh and bones existence, then we run the risk 

of being frozen in self-blame or of projecting blame on others because we can't deal with it within 

ourselves. 

I don't know about you, but I know I must always remind myself that grace is freely given. I do not 

earn it or work for it, but I am moved to respond to it. And that response is to work for the kingdom 

on earth as in heaven—the realm where justice rolls down like waters and righteousness like a never-

ending stream. 

There is so much to do, but you have only a part of it. You are called by God to fulfill your piece of the 

Great Work of God's reconciliation of all things. We can only affect our little part of the world and 

trust God for the rest. Like Steve Earle says, “I believe in God and God ain't me.” We don't have to do 

everything to do something because we are all called to this work, to this life, to be the Body of Christ 

that can be truth and light and life to this Good Friday world. 

It's like the story of the woman who planted daffodils every year for 50 years. She planted so many 

daffodils that they stunned any visitors to her remote setting in the San Bernardino mountains. When 

visitors venture up to her door, they see a sign that reads: 
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Easter lunch at Cornwall: Lucy Jones, Heather Teagan Blackburn, Simonetta Romano, 

 Kathi Hurley, Laura Kaplan, Deborah Silvestri 

Photo by Sharon Thomson 

Answers to the questions I know you are asking: 

50,000 bulbs 

One at a time by one woman, two hands, two feet and very little brain. 

Began in 1958. 

One at a time. Steady ongoing commitment. Day by day. Year by year. Bulb by bulb. 

In the bulb there is a flower…We have a hymn in our Methodist hymnal by Natalie Sleeth called “The 

Hymn of Promise.” 

“In the bulb there is a flower, in the seed an apple tree. 

In cocoons, a hidden promise; butterflies will soon be free! In the cold and snow of winter, there's a 

spring that waits to be, unrevealed until its season, something God alone can see. 

In our end is our beginning; in our time, infinity, in our doubt, there is believing; in our life, eternity. In 

our death, a resurrection, at the last, a victory, unrevealed until its season, something God alone can 

see.” 

The end of Jesus' work is not the end but a beginning. We are the beginning and we begin anew each 

year. Jesus' work is finished, but the work of the Body of Christ continues…and that work is to love 

and to forgive, to grow in the spirit, to grow toward God each day that we live, until we come to the 

end of this life when we may with grace say, “It is finished.” Thank you, Jesus. 

May it be so. And the people of God said Amen. 
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The Second Reading from 

Easter Sunday at Grailville 
Delivered by Marian Schwab and Yates Hafner 

Reader 1: A reading from Resurrection: Interpreting 

the Easter Gospel, by Rowan Williams, Archbishop of 

Canterbury 

Reader 2: . . . Conversion, the turning of metanoia . . . is 

the refusal to accept that lostness is the final human 

truth. 

Mary [Magdalen] goes blindly back to the tomb, and 

finds her self, her home, her name; her protest, her 

dissatisfaction with dissatisfaction, is decisively 

vindicated. Mary is not dead because Jesus is not dead. 

‘I will not leave you desolate. I will come to you. Yet a 

little while, and the world will see me no more, but you 

will see me; because I live, you will live also” (John 14: 

18-19). 

Reader 1: Mary lives because Jesus lives; her 

conversion is the event of recognition that occurs 

when her protest is met with response. And her 

‘sanctification,’ her growth in converted life, will have 

to do with the daily refusal to accept that lost, 

‘deprived’ humanity can simply be lived with or 

shrugged off. 

Reader 2: Growth is in the passionate constancy of 

returning to what seems a grave, a void, to the dim 

recollection of a possibility of love, in the hope of 

hearing one’s name spoken out of the emptiness. 

‘Deep calls unto deep’: not simply the buried Jesus 

calling the buried self into a shared tomb, but the 

inexhaustible depth of God’s remembering love calling 

to the depth of hope and potentiality and freedom in 

the self. 

Reader 1: If we answer that call, and find our story 

given back to us, our name and our memory, that story 

turns the corner into life and promise, and, most 

importantly, ‘calling’ in the fuller sense. We are given a 

task to do, given a call to live. 

Reader 2: Mary is bidden not to touch or hold or cling 

to the recovered Lord, ‘but to go to my brethren and 

say to them, I am ascending to my Father and your 

Father’ (John 20: 17). The resurrection stories . . . lead 

invariably into a commissioning: the word of hope is 

given to be passed on. 

Photo by Elizabeth Murphy 

Photo by Elizabeth Murphy 

Above, flowers in the Oratory as Easter service begins at 

Grailville; below, Father George Wilson leads the joyful 

procession at the end of the service. 
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Foreground: Explorer (and staff member) Emily and Abby  Snyder 

and Jean Wilson, during break at Training for Transformation 

ILT Member Carol Webb leads Training for Transformation at 

Grailville in March, attended by more than 20 members and 

explorers. 

Photo by Elizabeth Murphy 

Photo by Elizabeth Murphy 

Training for Transformation at Grailville 
 

 

 Grail Birthdays 
We are continuously looking for ways to 

recognize Grail members, their lives and 

work. You’ve seen the occasional “Living 

Grail” feature in Gumbo. Now we’re 

adding a monthly list of Grail birthdays. If 

we missed you in the early months this 

year, we apologize, but we’ll catch up 

eventually. In the meantime, make a call, 

drop a note or send an email to a few of 

your sisters on their special days. 

May Birthdays 
2 - Gloria Boudreaux 

2 - Julie Sharpe 

5 - Ceci Figueroa 

5 - Alice Gallagher 

6 - Vivian Corres 

6 - Simonetta Romano 

7 - Grace Heising 

8 - Carol Leopold 

9 - Lillian Anglada 

9 - Marguerite Coyle 

9 - Joy Taylor Garland 

12 - Elena Ruiz 

17 - Ruth Chisholm 

17 - Peggy Goederer 

17 - Priscilla Mechana 

17 - Dode Shepherd 

19 - Frances Frazier 

19 - Marie Mohr-Grandstaff 

21 - Janet Kalven 

28 - Monica Maher 

28 - Ieva Zadina 

30 - Diana Hayes 

30 - Sharon Thomson 

Early June Birthdays  
(before the next Gumbo!) 

1 - Marian Schwab 

3 - Eileen Schaeffler 
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A student of tolerance 

Woman seeks understanding 
Suzanne Sproul, Staff Writer 

 
Eva Fleischner has firsthand 

knowledge of the ravages and horrors of the 

Holocaust. She was 13 years old when her 

native Vienna welcomed Nazi soldiers as they 

marched through the Austrian capital.  

Her father had converted from 

Judaism to Catholicism, but he could see the 

dangers that lay ahead. He sent Eva and her 

brother Hans to live in England, where they 

went to Catholic schools before finally 

rejoining the family in the United States.  

That experience stayed with the 

Fulbright scholar from Radcliffe College, but 

it moved her to action when she was working 

on her doctorate in theology at Marquette 

University.  

"My plan when I was young was to get 

a good job and get married, but then in 1951 

as a Fulbright Scholar in Paris, everything 

changed. Here I met the renewed Catholic 

Church and was introduced to the national 

movement called The Grail," said Fleischner, 

who now lives in Claremont (California).  

The Grail is a movement that gives lay 

women in the Catholic Church a voice, she 

said. When she found the organization she 

also found her voice and her calling. She 

would spend her life teaching about the 

Holocaust. And she did.  

She has spent decades studying the 

Holocaust and trying to improve relations 

between Jews and Catholics. She calls it her 

passion. Pope John Paul II selected her to 

participate on the Panel of Five with the 

responsibility of reviewing Vatican 

documents from 1938 to 1945. The scholars 

on the panel were charged with investigating 

the behavior of the Roman Catholic Church 

during World War II.  

During years of study, particularly 

with the Panel of Five, she found disturbing 

and disappointing evidence of anti-Semitism 

throughout the church. It was a painful 

discovery for Fleischner as a devout Catholic.  

"What I learned was devastating, but 

sometimes the truth is," she said. "I did, 

though, find many stories about individual 

Christians who continually risked their lives 

to help. I wrote about them in ‘Cries in the 

Night’ along with Michael Phayer. At least 

there was some light in the darkness."  

And along the way she made lifelong 

friends, many who are Jewish.  

The panel's findings have yet to be 

released, but Fleischner remains optimistic 

that they will.  

She is still passing information on to 

others with the help of members of the local 

Jewish community.  

She recently donated 250 books, some 

of which she has written, from her private 

collection on Christian-Jewish relationships 

and the Holocaust to an effort to educate 

Poles about its war past.  

"I think it is wonderful that the books 

are going to a place that needs them. The 

Jewish communities in Poland are poor and 

Poland has lost so much," she said. "I am 

deeply grateful that the collection I am 

donating is staying together." 

Jerry Fenning and Marilyn Lubarsky 

are active at Temple Beth Israel in Pomona, 

particularly with the Jewish Renewal project 

in Poland. It was through Fenning's 

friendship with Fleischner that the donation 

was made.  

"The texts will be included in 

academic libraries, museums, Jewish temples 

and in universities throughout Poland. The 

Polish Consul in Los Angeles has been 

approving and sponsoring these efforts to 

ship Jewish texts to Poland," Fenning said.  
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"There has been a revival of interest in 

Judaism as a religion and as a 

people/civilization after the devastation of 

World War II and after the oppression during 

the Communist occupation. Now that Poland 

is free and practicing democracy, the country 

has experienced greater interest in its Jewish 

heritage. This is a miracle in the making."  

To date, Temple Beth Israel has 

collected thousands of Jewish books to send 

to Poland. Now that the Fleischner donation 

has been added, the giving will continue. 

Books that have Jewish themes are all 

acceptable, including scholarly texts, 

Holocaust studies, Jewish personalities and 

biographies and ones in which Israel is a 

theme.  

"Eva, who is a non-Jewish woman, has 

made learning about the Holocaust the 

central piece of her life for decades. It is 

important to tell the stories, for those who 

perished and those who lived. It's a story of 

genocide that unfortunately repeats itself. We 

must learn the lessons of the Holocaust," said 

Rabbi Jonathan Kupetz of Temple Beth Israel.  

"This project will help provide a 

window into history for most Poles who still 

are not entirely clear about what happened. 

Poland is a massive graveyard of Jewish 

people, but now there are seeds of hope and 

renewal that are growing."  

Fenning and Alex Lauterbach are 

coordinating the book project in the Los 

Angeles area.  

"What happens in Poland will be up to 

the Polish people, but what we do locally 

affects things globally," Fenning said.  

"What we are doing with this project 

is a true teaching moment for the community. 

Many of us were born after World War II and 

couldn't do anything to help then or were too 

young in helping with the creation of Israel. 

Maybe this book project is just in time for 

Jewish renewal."  

For more information about Jewish 

Renewal in Poland and the local book project, 

email Fenning at jfenning123@gmail.com. 
This story appeared in the April 17, 2011 edition of the 

Inland Valley (California) Daily Bulletin. Reprinted with 

permission.

 

CSW and Climate Change: A Work in Progress 
Kate Twohy 

 

With great trepidation, I accepted an invitation to moderate a caucus planned by the Sub-Committee 

on Women and Climate Change during the annual Commission on the Status of Women (CSW55) 

meetings. It is the 55th gathering since the UN began. Caucuses on subjects of special interest go on 

for two weeks parallel to the official UN deliberations, where member states discuss and vote on the 

"agreed document." Experts from around the world have testified and UN-recognized NGO's have 

submitted their thoughts in the run-up to CSW. 

 

Our sub-committee had made several recommendations, including steps to address the impact upon 

women of climate change. Statistically, women are impacted most severely among agricultural and 

fishing communities, in flood and drought regions and wherever the infrastructure is unable to cope 

with increasingly extreme weather conditions. Women are marginal to power and isolated by elites. 
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We need their skills, their representation, and the voice of their community's women as plans are 

made for disaster relief and adaptation. 

 

Members visited the Bureau which is a selected group of about a half dozen representatives of 

member states from the major regions of the world. Our visits were well-received including by the 

Chair of the group and we thought that our presentation had made an impact.  However, not one of 

our suggestions made it to the draft document. In Article 12 of the agreed conclusions, only a brief 

reference to "climate change" appeared among a list of issues to be addressed. Concluding the 

CSW55, a strong resolution from the Philippine delegation was presented that called attention to 

climate change and its impact on women. Even this intervention did not bring climate change into the 

theme for next year's CSW56. It remains: 

 

The empowerment of rural women and their role in poverty and hunger eradication, 

development and current challenges. 

 

Needless to say, efforts will be made vigorously to impact events next year so that women and 

climate change becomes an advocacy issue. 

 

During the CSW, our sub-committee sponsored two caucuses and a parallel event on The Green 

Economy, presenting examples of development with low carbon impact. Attendance at these events 

was encouraging, with overflowing rooms, women seated on the floor and windowsills, giving 

evidence of the urgency of the subject. In a small group process, participants took various sections of 

the draft document and suggested appropriate references to women and climate change. These 

suggestions (admittedly late to the draft-document process) were submitted. None of our input 

appeared...so more strategies will be developed for our advocacy. 

 

In the second caucus, for which I had accepted responsibility, we asked for testimony from the 

grassroots. Thanks to GROOTS/Huairou Commission (a global membership and partnership coalition 

that empowers grassroots women's organizations), a very dynamic group working worldwide since 

the 1995 Beijing World Conference on Women, we heard of the work of two women from the 

Philippines and Uganda, followed by a spirited exchange with the over 45 women present.  In my 

preparations for the caucus, I had hoped for a meeting in advance to guide women selected by 

GROOTS (Grassroots Organizations Operating Together in Sisterhood) to plan a more directed 

discussion. We had even planned a cozy dinner meeting at Joy Garland's Manhattan apartment which 

had to be cancelled due to the GROOTS women’s heavy schedule. Their presence at the caucus, 

however, gave witness to the great challenge of bringing their stories to bear on policy and practice. 

 

We heard from one remarkable woman, an experienced organizer from South Africa and participant 

in GROOTS. She said the upcoming 17th Conference of the Parties of the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change in Durban, South Africa, has made no room for groups like hers to 

speak to their issues.  Women who know that their experience will make a difference in adaptation at 

the community level feel left out. It remains a challenge for the UN and its commissions to afford 

opportunities for our most vulnerable women to be heard. 

 

Empowerment and participation is the goal of our Grail work. We want to share this with you and 

invite you into the dance.  
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Readers’ Corner 

 

Don’t forget to share what you are reading. Send an 
email to noreen@grail-us.org or give us a call at  
(513) 683-5750. 

 
The Grailville Book Club 
Traveling with Pomegranates 
By Sue Monk Kidd and Ann Kidd Taylor 
Publisher: Penguin Books 
 
The authors of this story, mother-daughter, take turns 
relating this tale of separate, though connected, inner 
journeys. 
 
The mother, Sue Monk Kidd, is on the cusp of turning 50. She is feeling her way towards her 
new identity as an older woman. This journey involves grieving the loss of her own youth 
and sense of fertility, as well as the loss of the mother/child relationship she had heretofore 
enjoyed with her daughter, Ann, who is now in her early twenties. 
 
Ann is transitioning from girlhood to womanhood. She is in search of her true self, her 
autonomy, her voice, and her life’s work. She has come to a dead-end in progressing toward 
the work she had thought to be her vocation for many years, and is feeling depressed, 
worthless and aimless. 
 

Their journey takes them on many actual journeys to Europe, especially 
Greece. 
Their experiences there throw light on and inform their inner journeys. 
 
They are most powerfully affected by a series of “Black Madonnas” they 
visit, which open them to a relationship with Mary. 
 
Sue’s Mary is not the typical meek and mild Mary, but a fierce, untamed 
Mary that she perceives in the Black Madonnas – the grand cosmological 
Mary. A Mary who had inherited the role of the ancient Goddesses, 

however sublimated their earthiness, grit, and authority had become in her, who had carried 
on the necessary role of divine mother, a feminine aspect to balance out the masculinity of 
God, who showed up as a dark, feminine divinity in the Black Madonnas. 
 
Sue eventually realizes the Mary is a presence inside her. She is a way to meet the divinity in 
herself. 
 
Ann also feels connected to the Goddess Athena, who once appeared to her in a dream. She 
admires Athena’s qualities of bravery, autonomy wisdom, and creativity, and aspires to them 
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for herself. She is also attracted to St. Joan of Arc, who represents to her a passionate sense of 
mission, and prays to her for help to listen to her own voice, to find what she’s born to do, 
and to find the courage to do it. 
 
The book is replete with many profound insights into the later stage of life and facing one’s 
own mortality.  
 
Through their odyssey, which involves descents into darkness and the acceptance of loss, 
they both complete their transition into their new roles in life, and discover the work their 
deep selves are calling them to. They also find the courage to follow their callings. 
 
In addition to their new work, they discover new ways of being, and a reinvention of their 
relationship. Sue decides to cultivate being and contemplation, and Ann finds the ability to 
start accepting and loving herself, and to be faithful to the “small, true light” within herself. 
 
Sue realizes that old age is, in fact, the gradual shift within from the external self to the True 
Self, and that the truest approach to death is, in fact, the gradual shift within from the 
external self to the True Self, loosening the hold of the ego and coming to identify with the 
billion lights within and all around – with what is larger than I. 
 
Submitted by Peggy Goederer 
 

 

Calling All Grail Authors! 
We’re still trying to assemble a complete list of books written by 
Grail women. If you are one of those authors, please send the 
details – title, publisher, publication date, whether it’s still 
available, etc. – to office@grail-us.org. Thanks for your help – and 
congratulations on your work. 
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GRAIL MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS 
 THROUGH APRIL 30, 2011 

Total Member Giving To The Grail, to date:      $58,452 

All member categories: 113 (48%) 

Active: 77 (48%) 

Wider members: 16 (62%) 

Emerita: 20 (32%) 

National Fund: $32,855 

Grailville: $12,380 

Cornwall: $5,940 

Special Projects: $6,977 
 

Thank you to all of the Grail Members who have made a contribution this year, to National operations, 

Grailville or Cornwall or to a Special Project. If you have given and don’t see your name reflected here, please 

call the National office, (513) 683-5750. We’re working hard to make sure all of our information is correct 

and appreciate your help and your understanding. 

Members who have made their 2011 contribution between January 1-April 30, 2011 
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